Wee Weave-It Woolies
The prices quoted in this book on material costs are only approximate. They include the cost of yarn, ribbon, buttons, etc., but do not cover the cost of permanent equipment such as crochet hooks, knitting needles, WEAVE-ITS or WEAVE-IT BOOKS.
Wee Weave-It Woolies

This new Weave-It Book contains illustrations and complete directions for making the many useful and attractive woolen garments and accessories that belong in every well-dressed baby's wardrobe. Whether you've used a Weave-It before or not, you can make these things quickly and easily and you'll be delighted to discover how expertly fashioned the finished booties, or bonnets or baby blankets will be.

For your convenience, we have given approximate material costs for the attractive woolies in this book. You'll find real savings over the cost of similar ready-made garments in every WEAVE-IT Wooly, and yet, WEAVE-IT offers you the additional advantage of being able to make these lovely things to match your baby's personality.

Start building up baby's wardrobe today—the fast, economical Weave-It way.
Bunny Suit

Here’s a refreshing change for a cool afternoon. Your son will be proud as punch of the perky, cottontail bunny that adds the final touch of charm to this practical play suit.

MATERIAL COST $2.70

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It 4”
1 Weave-It 2”
1 Pr. No. 4 Knitting Needles
1 Crochet Hook No. 2
6 oz. Germantown

Weave 29 regular squares and 40 junior squares. Assemble first in two parts as shown in diagram. Make the body first. Stitch sleeves on machine, several times, as indicated by heavy lines. Pick up 32 st on other end of sleeves K2-P2 for 1” (2 rows of a contrasting color may be knitted in to form a stripe in center of cuff). Sew ½ collar onto neck starting at A to center front, starting at center front sew other ½ collar around to B. Starting at C crochet 1 row SC up to B making loops for buttons at points indicated by dots. Continue SC around outside of collar to A. Cut surplus off sleeves and sew on starting at points indicated by arrows. Assemble pants as shown in diagram. Sew sides E and F together between dots and sides G and H between dots. Sew in extra square as indicated by arrows to form crotch. Pick up 48 st at bottom of each leg K2-P2 for 1”. If contrasting strip is used in sleeve cuff may also be used in leg band. Pick up 48 st at back half of pants K2-P2 for 2”. Sew pants to top starting at K and ending at J. The squares will not match, but belt will cover this. Make belt by folding 2 pieces of 3 junior squares each in half the long way and crocheting 1 row SC around outside. Making button loop on one end of one half by chaining 3. Tack ½ belt on at K and ½ on at J. Sew buttons on back and belt. Embroider bunny on front, a pompon may be sewed on for bunny’s tail. Press well.

See abbreviation key page 50.
**Girls Coat and Bonnet**

*Size 1 and 2 years*

Add to her roguish charm with this smart outfit. Simplicity is the keynote of the coat and bonnet both in the making and the finished article.

**MATERIAL COST $4.85**

**EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS**

1 *Weave-It 4”
1 *Weave-It 2”
9-1 oz. Balls Baby Blue Germantown Wool Buttons

2 Yds. Ribbon
¼ Yd. Baby Blue Silk Crepe
1 Crochet Hook Size 2
¼ Yds. Crenoline

Coat
Weave 72 Regular squares in “Fancy Weave” (directions at bottom of page), and 24 Junior squares (directions at bottom of page).

Assemble and sew together as shown in diagram. Gather fronts and sew to yokes. Repeat for back. Sew up under arms X to X, and shape as shown by dotted lines. Sew fronts to back (shaping shoulders). Stitch sleeves by machine in places indicated by dark lines, stitch several times and cut away surplus edges. Make small pinch pleats at top of sleeves indicated by X. Sew on cuff. Sew up sides of sleeves, turn back cuff. Using (surplus) edges sew in corners of under arm holes shown by < on left front. Sew sleeves into coat. Stitch as shown by dark lines in fronts and cut away edges. Sew on collar. Stitch through squares (back and forth) for button holes, cut opening and work button hole with yarn. Make 4 as shown. Sew on buttons.

Bonnet
Weave 12 Regular Squares in “Fancy Weave” and 12 Junior Squares.

Assemble and sew together as shown in diagram. Shape the brim by stitching thoroughly. Cut away edges. Shape the front in same way and cut away edges. Cut lining to shape bonnet. Line underneath the brim with crenoline (for shape). Sew lining to brim. Sew front to brim. X marks the joining. Sew fronts to back L to L and X to X.

Press the parts before joining. Sew in lining. Crochet 3 rows around bottom of cap (36 stitches). Fasten off. Sew on ribbon for trim and tie.

**DIRECTION FOR FANCY WEAVES**
*(See Page 24)*
**Blue Booties**

MATERIAL COST 45¢

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It 4”
1-1 oz. Ball Blue Pompadour
1 Yd. Baby Blue Ribbon

Weave 6 squares (3 for each bootie). Sew together as shown by diagram X and X, sew together making 1 square double. The other folds and makes a triangle (indicated by dotted line). Then, sew sides 1 together, repeat for sides 2; this forms the heel. Sew 4 to 3 and then the other 3; this forms the toe.

Finish by lacing the ribbon around booties (½ inch from edge) and tie with a bow in front.

---

**Pink Booties**

MATERIAL COST 45¢

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It 2”
1-1 oz. Ball Pink Pompadour
1 Yd. Pink Ribbon
1 Crochet Hook Size 2

Weave 24 Junior squares, 12 for each bootie. Assemble and sew together as shown by diagram. Place the 4 square over the three squares as shown by dotted lines. Sew sides 1 to sole as indicated by arrow, this forms the heel and sides of bootie. Sew sides 2 to sole as indicated by arrow (forming the toe). Sew tongue to toe as shown by arrows, sew up sides leaving the top square open. Single crochet around edge of booties. Lace ribbon (1” from edge) around booties and tie in front.
Jumper Skirt
Size 3-years

Neat, stylish and comfortable, this natty jumper skirt will make Sis jump for joy. Simply vary the blouses or shirts and she has a new and different outfit at each wearing.

MATERIAL COST $1.90

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It 4"
4-1 oz. Balls Pink Pompadour (Minervas)
2 Buttons
1 Crochet Hook Size 2

Weave 46 squares. Assemble and sew together as shown in diagram. Gather skirt (using wool and weave in and out close to edge of squares) and sew to belt X to X, sew up side of skirt to X mark. Fold belt as shown by dotted lines, whip down on wrong side. Sew straps to belt as indicated by arrows. SC around skirt opening making loops for buttons. Sew on buttons. Turn up hem (through dotted lines) and whip down. Press well on wrong side with damp cloth and hot iron.

See abbreviation key page 30.
Three Piece Set

She will be the best behaved and the best looking baby at the Christening in this adorable three piece set. Add to her exquisiteness and charm anytime, by dressing her in this soft, snug outfit.

MATERIAL COST $1.30

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It 4"  
1 Weave-It 2"  
1 Crochet Hook No. 7  
3 oz. Shetland Floss  
2 Yds. Ribbon

Weave 22 regular squares in "Eight Single Rib" design and fifty-six junior plain weave.

Jacket
Assemble as shown in diagram. Gather fronts and back on to yolk. Fold back junior squares at neck, as indicated by dotted lines, and tack, on inside of jacket. Starting at point A at neck, make 1 DC Ch 2, 1 DC around neck to form beading for ribbon. Sew in sleeves starting at points indicated by arrows. Press with damp cloth and run ribbons through beading at neck.

Bonnet
Assemble as shown in diagram, matching B to B and sewing into C and points D to D and sewing into E. Gather the 10 junior squares by running a piece of yarn through the center and gathering until it is the right size to fit around the face of the bonnet. Sew on, with yarn, to bonnet. Sew on ribbon for ties.

Booties
Assemble as shown in diagram. Fold the top X to X and Y to Y and sew X to Y. Fold the sole A to A and sew A to B. To form heel tuck in corner at B and fold the B point up on inside to A and tack. Sew the top to foot at heel C to A and along the sides for 1½ sqs. Now sew in the extra sq. across the top of the foot gathering the sides and front of foot around 3 sides of the extra sq. The middle of the 4th side should join the top at Y and be sewed to the top. It is advisable to press the top and sole before assembling. Weave in ribbon at seam between top and foot and tie bow in front.

See abbreviation key page 30.
Zig-Zag Jacket
Size 2 to 3 years

Make this jaunty jacket for your baby. You'll find it just the thing for shopping excursions in the carriage and those week-end visits to Grandmother's.

MATERIAL COST $1.80

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It 4”
4 oz. Balls White Germantown Wool
1 Weave-It Weaves Booklet
4 Buttons

Weave 41 squares in Zig-Zag Pattern (Page 27 in Weave-It Weaves Booklet).

Assemble as shown in diagram. Stitch fronts to back (indicated by dotted lines), and press open the seams. Sew up under arm seams, shaping as shown by dotted lines. Cut away edges. Make sleeves. Stitch through top for shape. Cut away edges. Sew 2 squares together for sleeve under arm. Machine stitch through the center of these as shown by heavy line several times and about ¼” between rows of stitches. Cut between the stitches using ½ for each sleeve and shape to sleeve as shown (dotted lines). Sew on cuff turn back half square. Sew up under arm seam. Sew sleeves in jacket. Sew on collar X to X. Fold back as shown by lines in fronts for lapels. Sew on 4 buttons as shown. Crochet 2 loops, sew on left front for fastening. Press well on wrong side with damp cloth with hot iron.

See abbreviation key page 30.
Cap and Sweater Set
Size 18 months to 2 years

This smart little outfit adds just the needed warmth for chilly afternoons, whether your youngster is out on the porch for air or tumbling around in the play pen.

MATERIAL COST $1.30

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
1 Weave-It 4” 1 Weave-It 2”
3-1 oz. Balls White Baby Wool
1 Crochet Hook Size 3
1 Pr. Knitting Needles Size 2
1 Weave-It Weaves Booklet
Buttons

Weave 35 “Diagonal Stripes” (page 9 in Weave-It Weaves Booklet) and 22 Junior squares (direction at bottom of page).

Assemble and sew together as shown in diagram. Stitch fronts to back with sloping seam, (indicated by dotted lines). Sew up under arm seams X to X. Leave open, top under arms square (shown by check mark). Fold back and whip down. Shape sleeves by stitching as shown by the dark line. Cut away edges. Do the same for under arm and sew to sleeve (mark X to X). Pick up 34 st around bottom of sleeve and K2-P2 for 1½”. Bind off. Sew up under arm in sleeve. Sew sleeves in sweater by whipping through outside loops. Pick up 52 st in front of sweater K2-P2 for 2”. Bind off. Repeat this in back. Sew up sides SC around the neck. Make button holes in front (marked by dots). Sew on buttons.

CAP

Assemble as shown in diagram. Sew up sides. Gather the top squares together by weaving a strand of yarn through the edge of squares and drawing tight. Make a small pompon and sew on cap. SC around bottom of cap and turn up half of square for band. Press well on wrong side with hot iron and damp cloth.

See abbreviation key page 30.

DIRECTION FOR JUNIOR WEAVE-IT

1 row weave plain
2 row W4; U5; W8
3 row W6; U5; W6
4 row W8; U5; W4
5 row W2; U5; W7; U3
6 row Same as 5
7 row Same as 4
8 row weave plain
Snow Suit and Bonnet

Keep baby "snug as a bug in a rug" in this well designed easy-to-make snow suit. The knobby bow bonnet is just the thing to keep him from looking too "grown up" in this cuddly outfit.

MATERIAL COST $3.25

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It 4"
1 Weave-It 2"
1 Pr. No. 4 Knitting Needles
1 Crochet Hook
7 oz. Germantown
1 Yd. Ribbon

Weave 41 regular squares and 22 junior squares. Assemble suit in 2 parts, as shown in diagram. Stitch sleeves on machine several times as indicated by heavy lines and sew on to body at points indicated by arrows. Pick up 32 st at bottom of each sleeve K2-P2 for 2" for cuff. Sew 8" zipper or 8" button and button hole tape down front. Crochet beading around neck by making a DC in 1st loop at C, Ch 2 DC in next 2 loops Ch 2, DC next 2 loops, continue this to E. Run ribbon or a crochet chain through beading. Assemble pants. Match points D and sew down to A-B. Sew in extra square to fold diagonal to form crotch. Match G and G and sew to H, and sew in other half of extra square. Sew from F to AB and F to H. Pick up 48 st at bottom of leg K2-P2 for 2". Match points D on pants and D on top (bottom of front open) and sew pants on to top. The square will not match in back, this may be covered by a belt made of 10 junior squares or a crochet belt.

BONNET

Assemble as shown in diagram, match point B and sew up to A. Pick up 48 st, around face of bonnet, K2-P2 for 1". Pick up 58 st around neck K2-P2 for 1". Make small bow out of ribbon and sew on to peak. Sew on ribbon ties.

See abbreviation key page 30.
Crib Cover (see page 28)
Carriage Robe (see page 22)
Sweater and Tam
Size 6 months to 1 year
MATERIAL COST $1.10

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It 4
1 Weave-It 2"
2-1 oz. Balls Pink Baby Wool

1 Crochet Hook Size 3
1 Pr. Knitting Needles Size 2
1 Card Buttons

1 Weave-It Weaves Booklet

Weave 23 "Four Squares in One Square" (page 7 in Weave-It Weaves Booklet). Weave 34 Junior squares (directions at bottom of page for 17 fancy and 17 plain).

Assemble and sew together as shown in diagram. Stitch fronts to back with sloping seam (indicated by dotted lines). Stitch through dots in right and left fronts. Cut away the surplus edge. Fold back a small hem and whip down. Sew up under-arm seams X to X. Leave open top under-arm square (shown by *) fold back and whip down. Shape sleeves by stitching through the dark line. Cut away extra edges. Do the same for under-arm and sew to sleeve (by arrow). Pick up 30 st around bottom of sleeve and K2-P2 for 1". Bind off. Sew up under arm in sleeve. Sew sleeves in sweater by whipping through outside loops. Pick up 100 st around bottom of sweater and K2-P2 for 2". Bind off. SC around the neck and down fronts. Repeat this again and in 2nd row crochet button holes about 2" apart on right side making 5 button holes. Sew on buttons.

TAM
Assemble as shown in diagram. Sew up corners as indicated by dotted lines, leaving ½" open. Fold the edges back and whip down. SC (approx.) 100 st around edge, repeat this six times, making a band for tam. Press lightly on wrong side with damp cloth and warm iron.

See abbreviation key page 50.

DIRECTIONS FOR JUNIOR SQUARE—FANCY WEAVE

1 row weave plain
2 row U5; O1; U3; O1; U5; O1; U5;
3 row W2; U3; O1; U3; O1; U3; W2;
4 row Same as 2
5 row Same as 3
6 row Same as 2
7 row Same as 3
8 row weave plain
“Lazy Daisy” Sweater

The richness of this “Lazy Daisy” sweater is woven in with each square. It is so simple and inexpensive to make and yet looks so finished.

MATERIAL COST $1.90

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It 4”
4 oz. Germantown
1 Pr. #4 Knitting Needles

Weave 20 squares in design below. Sew together as shown in diagram. Stitch sleeves on machine, several times to keep from raveling, as shown in diagram. Pick up approximately 32 st at other end of sleeve K2-P2 for 2” on each sleeve.

STRIPE WEAVE

1 row weave plain
2 row W4; U5; W7; U3; W7; U3; W4
3 row W2; U5; O1; U5; W5; U3; O1; U5; W5; U5; O1; U5; W2
4 row same as row 2
5 row same as row 3
6 row same as row 2
7 row same as row 3
8 row same as row 2
9 row same as row 3
10 row same as row 2
11 row same as row 3
12 row same as row 2
13 row same as row 3
14 row same as row 2
15 row same as row 3
16 row weave plain

See abbreviation key page 30.
Baby Sacque and Bonnet

This dainty baby sacque and bonnet will enhance the charm of every little miss or mister.

MATERIAL COST $1.10

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It 2"
2-1 oz. Balls Pink Baby Wool
1 Crochet Hook Size 3
7 Yds. of ¼" Pink Baby Ribbon

Weave 113 Junior squares. Assemble and sew together as shown in diagram. Stitch fronts to back with sloping seams (as indicated by dotted lines). Sew up under arms seams X to X. Shape sleeves by stitching through the dark lines. Cut away surplus. Sew up under arm of sleeve. Sew sleeves in sweater (whipping in) from right side. Fold back fronts as shown by dotted lines and whip down on wrong side. Then stitch around the neck as indicated by dotted lines. Cut away surplus. Fold back a small hem and whip down. SC around the neck down fronts and bottom of sweater. Then crochet the following edge: Begin at one corner and fasten yarn. Ch 2, 1 SC in next stitch of (crochet) Ch 2, sk a st, 1 tr in next st, Ch 4, catch back in 3rd st for picot, Ch 1, 1 tr in same space, sk a st. Repeat from * around. Repeat for bottom of sleeves. Lace ribbon (through spaces in crochet) around neck and sleeves and finish with a bow.

Cap

Sew the front to the back as indicated by arrows and dotted lines. SC in each loop across the front and around the bottom SC once in each scallop for shape. Then, crochet same edge as in sacque. Press lightly on wrong side with damp cloth and warm iron. Make rosettes for cap.

See abbreviation key page 30.
Baby Afghan in Rooster Design

MATERIAL COST $4.00

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
1-Weave-It
8-1 oz. Balls Blue Germantown Wool
2-1 oz. Balls White Germantown Wool
1 Crochet Hook Size 2

First, weave 90 squares of blue and sew together in strips and then join the strips together making the afghan 9 squares wide and 11 squares long. Next, cross-stitch the rooster designs, lower right corner beginning in second square from lower end and the second from the side of the afghan. Repeat for left corner. Top right corner repeat same design beginning third square from top side and second from right side. Repeat for top left corner. Cross-stitch center design as shown in upper fourth row from lower edge and fourth row from left and right sides. Repeat design from top edge beginning center design in fifth row and fourth row from sides.

Edge, join the white yarn in one corner and DC in each loop all way around edge of afghan, making 2 DC in same space on all corners (each side). Next row—fasten with SC in one corner. Sk a st (edge of DC) * 1 DC, 2 tr in 3rd st, 2 tr and 1 DC in 4th st, SC in 5th st. This completes the shell st, Sk a st. Repeat from * around afghan. Fasten off.

Press well on wrong side with damp cloth.

Carriage Robe (Page 17)

MATERIAL COST $4.50

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
1 Weave-It 4"
8-1 oz. Balls White Germantown
1-1 oz. Ball Pink Germantown
1-1 oz. Ball Blue Germantown
1 Crochet Hook Size 2

First, weave 99 squares of white, and sew together having 9 squares wide and 11 squares long. After this has been finished, cross-stitch the design as shown by diagram. Repeat design for each corner. The diagonal line standing for pink and the dot for blue. Center design covers 9 squares in center of carriage robe.

Around the edge crochet as follows: Fasten the blue yarn in one corner * Ch 6, fasten with slip stitch 1/4 way across the square, repeat from * around. Fasten the pink in the right hand corner of a side in the space where the blue was fastened. Ch 5, Ch 3 for picot, Ch 3 fasten with slip stitch in slip stitch of last row. Repeat this around the robe.

Press well on wrong side with damp cloth and hot iron.

See abbreviation key page 30.
Soakers

No baby should be without these comfortable, handy little "moisture catchers". They add the finishing touch to any layette.

MATERIAL COST 70¢

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It 4”
1 Pr. No. 4 Knitting Needles
1 Crochet Hook
2 oz. Knitting Worsted


Pick up 96 stitches around top of soakers and

K2-P2 for 2 inches. Pick up 48 stitches at bottom of each leg K2-P2 for 1 inch. Crochet a chain about 24 inches long and run through knitted band on top. Tassels or pompons may be added to ends of cord. Press well with a damp cloth.

Directions for Fancy Weaves Used for Girls Coat on Page 6

JR. WEAVE-IT

1 row weave plain
2 row U5; O1; U5; O1; U5; O1; U5;
3 row W2; U5; O1; U5; O1; U5; W2;
4 row Same as 2
5 row Same as 3
6 row Same as 2
7 row Same as 3
8 row weave plain

REGULAR WEAVE-IT

1 row weave plain
2 row U5; O1; U5; O1; U5; O1; U5; O1; U5; O1; U5; O1; U5; O1; U5; O1; U5; O1; U5; O1; U5; W2;
4 row Same as 2
5 row Same as 3
6 row Same as 2
7 row Same as 3
8 row Same as 2
9 row Same as 3
10 row Same as 2
11 row Same as 3
12 row Same as 2
13 row Same as 3
14 row Same as 2
15 row Same as 3
16 row weave plain
Baby Afghan in Fancy Weave

MATERIAL COST $4.80 Size 30" x 36"

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1 Weave-It 4"
2-1 oz. Balls Pink Morono Floss
4-1 oz. Balls White Morono Floss
2-1 oz. Balls Light Rose Morono Floss
1 Crochet Hook Size 2

Weave 30 squares of pink, 49 of white, and 20 of light rose. Use fancy design for all squares (directions at bottom of page).

To join: Sew together in strips and then join the strips as shown in diagram, having the afghan 9 squares wide and 11 squares long. Press afghan well on wrong side with hot iron and damp cloth.

Edge: Join the white yarn in one corner with a SC, make a picot in this stitch by Ch 4, and fasten with a slip stitch * 3 SC between each next 3 loops, picot (by Ch 4) repeat around from *.

Directions for Fancy Weave

1st row—Weave plain
2nd row—U5; O1; U3; O1; U5; O1; U5; O1; U5; O1; U5
3rd row—W2; U5; O1; U3; O1; U5; O1; U5; O1; U5; O1; U5
4th row—Same as 2
5th row—Same as 3
6th row—Same as 2
7th row—Same as 3
8th row—Same as 2
9th row—Same as 3
10th row—Same as 2
11th row—Same as 3
12th row—Same as 2
13th row—Same as 3
14th row—Same as 2
15th row—Same as 3
16th row—Weave plain

[Diagram of afghan pattern]

This PDF file was provided by www.eLoomaNation.com for personal use only. Its sale is prohibited and illegal.
Sailor Coat and Cap
Size Two

You'll have "gobs" of love for your little sailor in this navy outfit and it is hard to say who'll be prouder, sonny or dad, as they jauntily march down the street.

MATERIAL COST $5.00

EQUIPMENT and MATERIALS

1 Weave-It 4”
1 Weave-It 2”
8 oz. Balls Navy Blue Germantown
1 Small 10c. Skein White Germantown
1 Small 10c. Skein Red Germantown
8 Brass Buttons

Weave 78 regular squares and 23 Junior Squares. Assemble as shown in diagram. Fold A and B over to point X making a box pleat of lower squares. Sew onto upper part of back. Sew fronts to back with a sloping seam beginning one inch down on the armhole and ending at beginning of second square. Sew up side seams, shaping underarm seams as indicated by dotted lines. St top of sleeve as shown by dotted lines. St again close to seam to insure against raveling. Trim off edges. Sew sides of sleeve up and fit into coat. Sew cuffs onto sleeves and turn back half Junior square. Sew collar on leaving 1/2 of square on each edge for lapels. Sew three squares together for belt. Turn back edges as shown by dotted lines and fold squares in half. Sew on two buttons as shown. Sew belt onto back between second and third squares from top. Sew buttons on front and at back of each sleeve. Crochet loops for fastening. Assemble squares for cap. Stitch as indicated by dark line and again 1/4” from last stitching. Cut away edges. Gather some fullness around top of cap and sew onto band. Fold back as shown by dotted lines and whip down. Press well on wrong side with damp cloth. Cs anchor on left sleeve and sail boat on cap as shown by pattern.
Baby Afghan in Sunken Diamond Design
33" x 27"
MATERIAL COST $3.40

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
1 Weave-It 4"
4-2 oz. Skeins Germantown, Baby Pink
1 Weave-It Weaves Booklet
1 Crochet Hook Size 2

First weave 80 squares of pink, using "Sunken Diamond" design, page 15 in Weave-It Weaves Booklet. Sew together in strips, and then tie strips together making afghan 8 squares wide and 10 squares long.

Edge: Join pink yarn in one corner. 1st row—SC in each loop around afghan. 2nd row—fasten yarn in 1 st of crochet (in corner) * Ch 3, Sk 3 st, and fasten with SC in 4th st, repeat from * all around afghan. 3rd row—fasten yarn in middle of Ch 3 * Ch 2, 2 DC in next Ch 3, holding back on hook the last loop of each DC, thread over and draw through all loops on hook (a cluster made, Ch 4 and catch back in 3rd st for picot, 2 DC in same space holding last loop of each DC on hook, thread over and draw through all loops on hook making another cluster. Ch 2 fasten with SC in next Ch 3. Repeat from * around afghan. Fasten off.

Press well on wrong side with damp cloth with hot iron.

See abbreviation key page 50.

Directions for making
CRIB COVER (see page 16)
MATERIAL COST $4.25

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
1 Weave-It 4"
4-1 oz. Balls Pink Morono Floss
2-1 oz. Balls White Morono Floss
2-1 oz. Balls Light Rose Morono Floss

Weave 30 squares of white, 49 of pink and 20 of light rose.

To join: Sew together in strips, and join the strips as shown in diagram, making the afghan 9 squares wide and 11 squares long.
Press afghan well on wrong side with hot iron and damp cloth.
Ruffle Dress
Size Two

Try her in this adorable Ruffle Dress and watch her sparkle. The cute little ruffles add the last pert touch to this already charming dress.

MATERIAL COST $2.50

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
1 Weave-It 4"
1 Weave-It 2"
3 1-oz. Balls Pink Shetland
1 1/2 oz. Ball Blue Shetland
6 Buttons

Weave 62 regular squares and 26 Junior squares. Assemble as shown in diagram. Fold back half squares in middle back (indicated by dark lines). Whip down. Leave open 2 squares in middle back for dress opening. Stitch darts in back and fronts as shown by dotted lines. Sew up under-arm side seams. Stitch sleeves as indicated by dotted lines. Stitch again close to seam and cut off edges. Sew sleeve in blouse holding fullness across top. Sew sides and sleeve up, gathering bottom of sleeve to fit. Stitch as shown by dotted lines in sleeve and neck ruffle. Stitch several times to prevent raveling. Cut through the middle and use each half for ruffles. Gather sleeve ruffle to fit sleeve. Sew onto sleeve and whip down the edges with needle and thread. Stitch the neck into shape (as shown by dotted lines), making a round neck. Turn back a small seam and whip down. Sew ruffle on neck same as sleeve. Gather the top of skirt to fit waist line. Sew up edges. Sew blouse onto skirt. Sew buttons on blouse as shown (6 dots) in diagram. Sew on snaps for fastening. Press on wrong side with damp cloth.
Helpful Suggestions

JOINING OF SQUARES:

Hold two squares together matching opposite ends, (long end left from weaving on right side starting end on left side) with the end left from weaving, sew over and over into interlocking loops. Repeat across the square. Tie a slip knot when ending. Leave yarn on left side. Sew in strips then join the strips. Reverse strips and use wool left from sewing squares together, and sew same as matching single squares. Run all loose ends down an inch on wrong side. If yarn is thick split the yarn before finishing ends. When using new yarn for sewing tie a slip knot when starting. Note that the dotted lines, check marks and dark lines indicate seams and darts. The size of darts is governed by the size of individual to be fitted. All darts and seams may be stitched by machine. Stitch again beyond seams before cutting away edges. This prevents raveling. In making a garment the separate parts may be pressed with damp cloth and hot iron before joining.

TO CROCHET AND KNIT:

When crocheting around squares draw stitches only through the loops. In turning corners make two stitches in same loop and on each side of corner.

When picking up stitches for knitting be careful not to pull loops. With yarn from ball of wool take needle and put each stitch through the loops. When the stitches are picked up start the purling.

CROSS-STITCH:

Bring the needle to the right side between four threads of the square. Skip two threads both horizontally and vertically to the right and take to the wrong side. Skip two threads to the left horizontally and bring to right side. Skip two threads horizontally and vertically to the right and below and take to wrong side. This completes one cross-stitch and stands for one square on the diagram.

In cross-stitching all the stitches that are contiguous and of the same color in a vertical row should be made, then they should be crossed and the next to that should be made. Where the blocks are sewed together the space required for the seam and one thread of the square is equal to a mesh for cross-stitching.

ABBREVIATION KEY

Single Crochet—(SC)  Skip—(Sk)  Treble—(tr)  Chain—(Ch)  Stitch—(st)
Knit 2, Purl 2—(K2-P2)

FANCY WEAVE ABBREVIATIONS

Instructions for fancy weaving are of necessity abbreviated and your attention is directed to their interpretation:

First Row   (1R)  Weave  (W)
Second Row  (2R)  Over  (O)
Under  (U)

You'll find it easy to weave special designs if you follow directions.
TODAY, MORE THAN EVER . . .

It's Wise to WEAVE-IT

There are several important reasons why women everywhere prefer to make things of yarn with WEAVE-IT.

It's relaxing — WEAVE-IT is such fascinating fun, war weary nerves get refreshing relief while engaged in this useful pastime.

It's easy — Anyone from six to sixty can learn to WEAVE-IT in a jiffy. It's the simplest and best way to make things of yarn.

It's fast — With WEAVE-IT you simply weave squares of yarn and quickly sew them into smart, well-fitting clothes and attractive accessories.

It's thrifty — WEAVE-IT garments require one-third to one-half less yarn than those made by most other methods.

We're Sorry . . .

but the popular DeLuxe WEAVE-IT has gone to war. This super WEAVE-IT with its shiny plastic frame, monel metal pins, and handsome airplane luggage box has been withdrawn for the duration to release critical materials for war work.

WEAVE-ITS

No. 1000 Weave-It ........................................4 in. sq. $1.10
No. 1050 Weave-It ........................................2 in. sq. .50
No. 1150 Weave-It ........................................5 in. sq. 1.25

REPLACEMENT NEEDLES

No. 1000 Weave-It Needles .........................6 in. $ .25
No. 1050 Weave-It Needles .......................3½ in. .15
No. 1150 Weave-It Needles .......................8 in. .25

Other Popular WEAVE-IT BOOKS

Like the WEE WEAVE-IT WOOLIES book, all other WEAVE-IT BOOKS contain illustrations, diagrams and complete instructions for making all the lovely things presented in them.

WEAVE-IT BOOK NO. 3 — (Home and Wardrobe) ..............................................$ .25
WEAVE-IT BOOK NO. 4 — (Afghans designed by Ann Orr) ............................................. .50
WEAVE-IT BOOK NO. 7 — (Miscellaneous items) ......................................................... .25
WEAVE-IT WEAVES BOOKLET — (Fancy Weaves) ..................................................... .15
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